English (with cross curricular links)


Stories with familiar settings



Instructions



Poetry



Persuasion



Recounts



Spelling: key words and spelling patterns



Handwriting: joined cursive



Guided Reading: reading for meaning

skills)

With the rest of the school, Year 3

Art Design and Design



Powerful Passwords

Technology




Place Value to 1000





Addition and Subtraction

My Online Community





Multiplication and

Things for Sale



Division

Show Respect Online



Writing Good Emails

Drawing, painting and
print making:
Hieroglyphics
3-D: Nekhbet pendant
craft

RE
People of God – what is it like to follow God?

PSHE


3-D: Egyptian Death Mask
making






Learning and Life Skills

Computing

Mathematics (including core

PE

Being Me in My World

Monday:


will be following the unit of ‘It’s Up
To Me’. They will explore the

Year 3 Curriculum Map

concepts of independence, taking

Autumn Term 2018

responsibility for their own learning
and developing self-motivation.

Sport coaches are leading
hockey.

Wednesday:


Gymnastics

Ancient Egypt
Music

Trip
On Tuesday 6th November, we are
planning on visiting Bristol
museum to see their Ancient
Egyptian artefacts and take part in
a workshop of ancient discovery1

Year 3 will learn a song

Science
Sound


Good Vibrations



Hearing Sounds



Higher and Lower



String Telephone



Soundproofing



Making Music

Light and Shadow


Light and Dark



Reflective Surfaces



Marvellous
Mirrors



Sun Safety



Making Shadows



Changing

about Ancient Egypt.
Following this, they will
continue to extend and
refine their Music skills in
weekly lessons, building
on their learning in Year
2.

Humanities
History – We will look at how long ago Ancient Egypt was and what life was like for people during that time. We will also be looking
closely at their beliefs about life and death (including mummification) and researching the Gods that they believed in. We will learn about
the amazing things that the Ancient Egyptians built (including the pyramids) and their reasons for doing so.
Geography – Firstly, we will be locating Egypt on a world map and discussing the climate and key places, as well as the human and
physical characteristics of the country. We will look closely at the River Nile and find out how important it was to the Ancient Egyptians.
We will find out about how life in Egypt has changed since the Ancient Egyptians and make comparisons between there in Egypt and
England.

